NEW PARTY IN GERMANY

The AfD Party: Old Wine
In New Bottles?
PART TWO
by Helga Zepp-LaRouche, chairman of the German political party
Civil Rights Movement Solidarity, BüSo
The first article in this series appeared in the May 20,
2016 issue of EIR.

it!”—was correct, and in accordance with the Geneva
Convention on refugees. Where she ultimately went
wrong was that, while she said time and again that you
must eliminate the causes of the refugee crisis, she
never stated what these causes were.
To do that, one would have to address the role of
Saudi Arabia in the September 11, 2001 attacks, as
well as the wars based on lies that the U.S. waged in
Southwest Asia in ostensible retaliation for those attacks, and the role of the “allies,” Saudi Arabia and

May 27—Horst Seehofer’s claim that Angela
Merkel’s wrong immigration policy explains the
rapid growth of the Alternative für Deutschland (Alternative for Germany party) is utterly oversimplified, and therefore wrong. Of course, the increase in
the numbers of refugees was just what some politicians were waiting for, such as AfD “leader” Björn
Höcke who roused the social anxiety of the
population with demagogic arguments. Obviously refugees have never paid into health
insurance funds or social security before, as
one of the AfD’s favorite mantras goes, but
how could they have? Should they have
gone to the American or British embassy in
their countries some years ago, to take out a
credit as restitution for the future destruction of their homes in geopolitically motivated wars?
This example makes clear that one can
take a statement which, viewed narrowly, are
not false per se—namely, “the refugees have
never paid anything into the social security
system”—and convey a falsehood with it, because it reduces a complex situation, such as
why the refugees became refugees in the first
place, down to a very narrow aspect of the
issue. The first impulse behind Mrs. Merkel’s
refugee policy—when she said “We can do Björn Höcke in the Thuringian Parliament, on Feb. 25, 2016.
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Anti-islamic Pegida demonstration on Jan. 12, 2015 in Dresden, after the Charlie Hebdo shootings in Paris.

Turkey, in the financing of various Wahhabi-Islamist
organizations from al-Qaeda to al-Nusra and ISIS,
rather than relying on those two countries to stem the
flow refugees.
In light of the uproar now raging in the United
States over the well documented role of Saudi Arabia
in support of terrorist organizations—the unanimous
approval of the U.S. Senate for the Justice Against
Sponsors of Terrorism (JASTA) law and the fight for
the declassification of the famous, still secret 28 pages
from the Congressional Inquiry on 9/11 come to
mind—it is telling that Mrs. Merkel remains silent
about the scandal of the Saudi role. Because the actual
“causes of the refugee crisis” lie in this entire complex
of events.
The second mistake that Mrs. Merkel is making is
refusing to put on the table, together with Russia and
China, a workable perspective for reconstruction of the
liberated regions—initially Syria, and then the whole of
Southwest Asia—which is only realizable in the greater
framework of the New Silk Road.
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According to the United Nations, there are already
60 million refugees or displaced persons worldwide.
The head of the World Economic Forum, Klaus
Schwab, recently said in Davos that, in the event of a
further decline in the price of raw materials, one billion
people from the Southern countries might make the
trek toward the North. Should an uncontrolled collapse
of the trans-Atlantic financial system occur—which is
a real possibility given the negative interest rates of the
central banks and the debate over helicopter money—
this number could rise even higher due to the global
impact.
Therefore the European Union’s measures, which
Mrs. Merkel went along with—to protect the outer
borders of the European Union with the help of the
Frontex organization and negotiate a horse-trade with
Turkish President Erdogan—are not only totally unworkable, but they deny the refugees the protection
they are due by international law. These measures
expose that the “European values” which the EU constantly touts, have long since been transformed into
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barbarism. That is how the rest of the world sees it.
The reality is that the whole world notices and discusses the wretchedness of the European Union on this
question.
To emphatically repeat the point: The only way that
we can remedy the greatest humanitarian catastrophe
since the Second World War, is through comprehensive
economic development—a New Silk Road Marshall
Plan, if you will—for the entire Middle East and Africa,
which builds up these destroyed, as well as entirely undeveloped countries, and provides a perspective for a
better future to the people who live there. To do that, we
must end the confrontation with Russia and China, and
work together with Russia, China, India, Iran, Egypt,
and many other countries for such a development perspective. The framework for this is already in place
with China’s New Silk Road and the offer for win-win
cooperation.
It is precisely this unique perspective for a solution
which the AfD rules out, because of its—to put it
mildly—chauvinistic ideology. Above all, its attachment to neoliberal monetarist dogma makes it totally
incapable of seeking solutions, much less of finding
them.

The Conservative Revolution

The very idea that the AfD emerged as a reaction to
the Euro crisis, the refugee crisis, or “political Islam”
is completely erroneous. The Conservative Revolution, the tradition that the New Right explicitly espouses, and whose texts Götz Kubitschek’s publication Antaia publishes, has existed in unbroken
continuity since its emergence as a reaction to the
“Ideas of 1789,”—thus for around 225 years, in manifestations which have in the best case only changed in
appearance.
Among the extensive writings on the subject is
Armin Mohler’s slightly edited dissertation of 1949,
published for the first time as a book in 1950 under the
title, The Conservative Revolution. It aroused a storm
of outrage at the time, because it was an attempt, only
four years after the end of the Second World War, to
treat fascist ideas quasi-academically, as if they had not
directly caused catastrophic results for Germany and
the world. Mohler explained in his book that the “Conservative Revolution” is a synonym for what is commonly identified as fascist.
The masterminds, according to Mohler, are small,
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intellectually lively circles, highly explosive sects,
loose combinations of the elite that remain in the
background. They work out the programs “from
above,” which then are presented in simple words to
the masses, who see themselves as getting a raw deal.
Mohler described the relationship between the intellectuals and the common people in the following
manner:
The great party holds its masses together through
organizational attachment to a doctrine adapted
to the average person and narrowed down to
catchwords, and only offers a place to superior
minds to the extent that they take part in taming
the masses and restrict their mental capabilities
to the esoteric realm. But the majority of the
above-average intellects gather in small circles,
which resonate in constant mental tension, believe themselves to be the only ones with the true
knowledge, and accuse the mass party of Realpolitik, betrayal of the “idea.” [Emphasis
added.]1
Many leading members of the AfD see the Institute
for State Policy (Institut für Staatspolitik), the think
tank of the New Right which Götz Kubitschek and
Karlheinz Weissmann founded in 2000, as the kind of
place where such circles “resonate in constant mental
tension.” Training courses are regularly held there,
which have been taken by 5,000 people. Björn Höcke
refers to this institute as his “spiritual manna.”

An Updated National Socialism

The Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung cited an e-mail
that Bernd Lucke, who was recently thrown out of the
AfD, wrote to the party’s executive committee at the
time Kubitschek and his wife Ellen Kositza sought to
enroll as members. Kubitschek had turned up at Pegida
and Legida events2 in a black shirt and brown jacket, he
wrote. “Whoever does not see in this a deliberate allusion to the fascist movements of Europe in the 1920s
and 30s is a fool.” At that time both were denied mem1. See “The Historical Roots of Green Fascism,” by Helga Zepp-LaRouche, an article in two parts in EIR, April 13 and 20, 2007.
2. Pegida (Patriotic Europeans Against Islamization of the West) and
Legida (Leipzig Europeans Against Islamization of the West) are antiMuslim movements which have held mass demonstrations against immigration from Southwest Asia, especially in eastern Germany.
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liding over the optimal use of Lebensraum.
(living space).
Seventy-one years after the end of the rule of
National Socialism, it is inconceivable that
anyone would dare to evoke the “excess population” of a certain population group, and Lebensraum. And subjecting people’s demographic
development to “ecologically sustainable”
levels is exactly the same inhumane attitude that
characterizes the eco-fascism of the green
movement.
Höcke apparently borrowed the terms “small
r” and “large K” from the American ecologists
Robert MacArthur and Edward O. Wilson and
their theories of the colonization of habitats.3
The mode of thinking emerging here is worse
than racism; it denies a large part of the human
race its actual humanity, the quality which separates human beings as a creative species from all
other forms of life, given their ability to exercise
creative reason.
German citizens who are worried about the
erosion of our society, about the security of our
CC/Adam Fagen
country, their own personal futures, and much
Harvard biologist Edward O. Wilson speaking in Washington, D.C. in
else, should by no means make the mistake of
2010.
falling for the “doctrine reduced to catchphrases.” For hidden behind the phrases is an
bership. Today, Lucke is out, and Kubitschek is reimage of man that is incompatible with European or
garded by many AfD members as the intellectual leadGerman values (if one understands these to include
ership.
the humanism of Nicholas of Cusa, Wilhelm Leibniz,
At the end of last year, Höcke delivered a striking
Felix Mendelssohn, Friedrich Schiller, and Albert
lecture at the institute in which he presented, with asEinstein), but instead is consistent with the racism
tounding candor, the radical biological determinism
which once threw our country into catastrophe. To be
typical of the New Right. He said that Mrs. Merkel’s
continued.
crazed asylum policy had set off a “self-feeding maelThis article has been translated from German.
strom” and that we must defend ourselves against
asylum seekers, because Africa produces an “excess
population” of 30 million people per year. Limits
3. Ecologists Robert H. MacArthur and Edward O. Wilson develmust be set by denying asylum, so that Africa can
oped a theory of ecosystem stability in the 1950s, in which they posited two kinds of approaches populations could take for their survival.
arrive at an ecologically sustainable rate of populaThe “K” strategy was adopted by nations considered at or near their
tion growth.
“carrying capacity,” considered to be the maximum population that
According to Höcke, the problem is that Africa and
can be sustained by an environment; the “r” strategy characterizes naEurope have two different reproduction strategies.
tions which seek to expand their populations according to their biotic
potential. MacArthur died in 1972, but Wilson continues to be a highly
Africa has the life-affirming mode of reproduction, reinfluential academic advocate of “sociobiology,” a field that emphaferred to with a “small r,” while Europe has a negative
sizes the genetic determinism of human behavior (as also that of ant
strategy for simple population replacement, referred to
behavior, ants being the species on which he has done his academic
with a “large K.” They therefore have two entirely difstudy), and proposes policies based on those allegedly genetic differences.
ferent strategies for reproduction, which are now colJune 3, 2016
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